Primary and alternate assignment strips are interleaved, and alternate assignments have primed residue indices. Yellow and blue dashed lines indicate connectivity between i and i+1 residues for the primary assignment. The blue lines additionally intersect the alternate assignments at exchange cross peak positions. Red dashed lines indicate the exchange cross peaks between the primary and alternate assignments for these residues. The most unambiguous cross peaks are between residues E209 and E209' (red line), T210 and T210' (blue line), and K211 and K211'
(red line). Arrows indicate where cross peaks are obscured by overlap: The highlighted cross peak between E209 and E209' overlaps with a cross peak to I208' (not shown), and the highlighted cross peak between T210 and T210' overlaps with the cross peak between T210 and T211. Additionally, the T210' diagonal peak itself overlaps with the diagonal peak of Q146. 3.7 ± 1.0 mM whereas T115 has a K d of 1.75 ± 0.18 mM). Relatively high uncertainties in fitting results from the fact that neither 0% nor 100% Mg 2+ ion saturation can be measured directly. Instead, both conditions must be fit in the equation along with the crystallographic secondary structure. Uncertainties are estimated as the spectral noise, and intensity ratios to the right of the axis breaks correspond to effects on alternate assignments for the C-terminus. interrupt the sequence and are absent from the strip plot. All strips are contoured identically except for Q148 and G149, which are contoured at two-fold lower levels than the other strips. These two resonances are much weaker than the others, because of rapid hydrogen exchange with solvent. Red dashed lines indicate connectivities between diagonal peaks and their associated cross peaks with neighboring residues. In the G140 strip, a green arrow indicates a cross peak with T115 across the beta sheet. In the PDB 1BL3 chain C, the distance between these two protons is 3.04 Å. In the strip for S153, the blue arrow highlights a cross peak with N155. This cross peak arises from spin diffusion through the α4 helix. The other cross peaks, seen in the strips for S147, V150, and S153, arise from overlapped, unrelated resonances. Strip spectra are taken from a MT-PARE 3D-HMQC † Residues with multiple assignments are designated with a "B" appended to the residue number. ‡ The number of observations across all spectra used in assignment, excluding the HMQC-NOESY spectrum. 
